1. USF students, faculty, and staff must have their valid USF ID to board a Bull Runner bus. Please present your valid USF ID to the driver upon boarding. Visitors must be accompanied by a USF student, faculty or staff to board the bus or have a USF Bull Runner daily bus pass. Visitors as a guest with a USF ID holder must board and leave the bus with together.

2. Shirts and shoes are required.

3. Only service dogs for persons with disabilities are allowed on buses. All other animals are not allowed. Such animals must be kept securely controlled by a harness or leash.

4. The parent or guardian is responsible for the safety and security of any child under the age of 18 while boarding, disembarking, and riding the bus. Strollers must be folded and secured to keep the aisles clear.

5. USF students, family, and staff must have their valid USF ID to board a Bull Runner bus. Please present your valid USF ID to the driver upon boarding. Visitors must be accompanied by a USF student, faculty, or staff to board the bus or have a USF Bull Runner daily bus pass. Visitors as a guest with a USF ID holder must board and leave the bus with together.

6. No eating, drinking, smoking, or open containers of food or drinks are allowed on the buses.

7. Driver is required to secure all wheelchairs. If you are in a “Priority Seating” section you may be asked to move to accommodate an individual with a disability or a senior citizen.

8. Audio announcements are made at primary stops, transfer points, or significant areas along the route. Anyone needing assistance with a stop location must ask the driver to notify them upon arrival at their desired bus stop. Passengers are responsible for announcing their stop and giving the driver appropriate time, to safely stop. Buses stop at designated USF Bull Runner bus stops only.

9. If you are crossing the street, wait until the bus leaves the stop or cross behind the stop. Buses stop at designated USF Bull Runner stops only. Drivers are required to secure all wheelchairs. If you are in a “Priority Seating” section you may be asked to move to accommodate an individual with a disability or a senior citizen.

10. Anyone needing assistance with a stop location must ask the driver to notify them upon arrival at their desired bus stop. Passengers are responsible for announcing their stop, and giving the driver appropriate time, to safely stop. Buses stop at designated USF Bull Runner bus stops only.

11. If you are crossing the street, wait until the bus leaves the stop or cross behind the stop. Buses stop at designated USF Bull Runner stops only. Drivers are required to secure all wheelchairs. If you are in a “Priority Seating” section you may be asked to move to accommodate an individual with a disability or a senior citizen.

12. Anyone requiring assistance may use the lift or ramp. Anyone needing assistance with a stop location must ask the driver to notify them upon arrival at their desired bus stop. Passengers are responsible for announcing their stop, and giving the driver appropriate time, to safely stop. Buses stop at designated USF Bull Runner bus stops only.